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THASOS. 

PART I.-INSCRIPTIONS. 

DURING his visit to Thasos, of which an account, with a map of the 
island, and plans and drawings of the more important sites will appear in a 

subsequent number of this Journal, Mr. J. ff. Baker-Penoyre took copies and 

squeezes of a number of inscriptions both on the island itself and at Cavalla 
on the mainland opposite. 

The inscriptions of Thasos are collected in I.G. xii. 8, which is now in 
the press and may be expected to appear shortly. Hitherto the most 

complete collection of them has been that in M. G. Dimitsas, 'H MaKeovi'a, i. 
(Athens, 1896), pp. 853-1000, consisting of 481 texts. A bibliography of 
Thasian epigraphy will be found in B.C.H. 1900, 263 f. together with 46 
inscriptions previously unpublished. To this must now be added the 

following articles: 

1. Rev. -At. Gr. xvi. (1903), 180 f. T. Reinach. 
2. B.C.H. xxvii. (1903), 391 ff. G. Mendel. Cf. ibid. xxiv. (1900), 

560 ff. 
3. Ath. Mitt. xxviii. (1903), 437 ff. A. Wilhelm. 
4. Jahreshefte vi. (1903), 180 ff. F. Studniczka. 
5. Bev. Philol. xxvii. (1903), 215. P. Foucart. 
6. Bev. t. Gr. xx. (1907), 364 ff. W. Deonna. 
7. Rev. Arch. xi. (1908), 29 ff. Do. 
8. Ath. Mitt. xxxiii. (1908), 215 ff. C. Fredrich. Cf. Berl. Sitzb. 

1905, 66 f., 
while fresh inscriptions from Cavalla and the neighbourhood have been 
published by P. Perdrizet, B.C.H. xxiv. (1900), 299 ff. and C. Fredrich, 
Ath. Mitt. xxxiii. (1908), 39 ff. A number of Thasian sculptures have been 
discussed by H. Sitte in Jahreshefte xi. (1908), 142 ff. 

The inscriptions which follow are still, so far as we know, unpublished. 
The texts are taken from Mr. Penoyre's copies, which been have revised in 
nearly every case from photographs or squeezes. 

1. Limena.-On a block built into the tower at the south-east angle of 
the acropolis: the block is 20 feet from the ground and is built in upside 
down. The inscription measures 

"56 
m. in length: height of letters 

"015 
m. 

M ENE AH M DPr ATO I 
. 

E AEOHI< E 

Me'v'qrplo HIdrto0•o 
9 ave'0KeV. 
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92 J. ff. BAKER-PENOYRE AND MARCUS N. TOD 

The letters are extremely neatly and carefully engraved in the archaic 
Thasian script: the alphabet is apparently the same as that employed in the 
cult-regulation I. G.A. 379 (Roberts, Introduction to Glc. Epigraphy, i. No. 22), 
though /8 and v (C, V) are here wanting. The inscription may date from 
the first half, perhaps even from the first two decades, of the fifth century 
B.C. (cf. Roberts, op. cit. p. 62): the perfection of its execution, however, 
inclines us to attribute it rather to the second half of the century. 

A IIX'r09tv AtyLV?'7qv occurs on two inventories of objects in the 
Athenian Hecatompedon, 1.G. ii. 652 b, 9 and ii. 652, 39, though in the latter 
case the name has been obscured by a misreading in Chandler's copy of the 
stone. The female name HIXar019, -o480 is found in Leonidas of Tarentum 
78 (Anthol. Pal. vii. 726), and Pape-Benseler refer to the feminine diminutive 
liadr0tov as occurring in an inscription in Hadrian's stoa at Athens. 

2. Limena.-From the east wall of the city, on a block of stone now 
lying on the ground a few yards above the Parmenon-inscription published 
by Conze (Reise auf d. Ins. d. thrak. Meeres, 12 P1. iv. 14, 15; I.G.A. 378; 
Roberts, op. cit. 21) and much the same as the latter in appearance: the 
block is not, however, now in situ. It lies a little way below the tower 
which projects from the east wall in the steep, straight descent from the 
steps to the gate at the angle. Dimensions of stone ca. 

1"50 
x 

'75 
x 

"80 
m.; 

length of inscription, -55 m.; height of the ?, 
"1 

m. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :::::::::. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

OWS 

AM- km 
. . . . . . . . . . 

This (? - - Veov, retrograde) is apparently one of the series of builders' 
marks and names noticed by Conze (loc. cit.), in whose list, however, this 
fragment does not appear. 
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THASOS 93 

3. Limena.-On the front of a moulded block, now used as a door-step 
of the house at the extreme west point of the wall circuit. The letters are 
clear, but cut in a very poor, thin, affected style. 

KAEONIKH MErnNOZ EKATAIA ANTI4ONTOZ 

KXeovl[~y M'yovo;, 'ExaTrala 'AvTt(<)vTro. 

The name MIe\nv occurs in other Thasian inscriptions, Rev. Arch. 1865, xii. 
pp. 139 ff. Nos. 8, 10, 11, 12, 22 (=Dimitsas, Nos. 1191, 1193, 1194, 1195, 
1205). The Mey&wv EKLaalov who figures in the third of these texts 
(col. iii. 1. 6) may be a member of this family, since the two persons here 
commemorated are probably related to each other. A 'Ecarala is mentioned 
in a Thasian inscription (C.LG. 2164) as owning slaves who took part in the 
gladiatorial shows as essedarii and mirmillones: the Hecataea of B.C.H. 1900, 
pp. 273 ff. Nos. 17, 18 is presumably the same, as she too owns and emanci- 
pates gladiators. 

4. Limena.-On a small cippus from the same house as No 3, resembling 
the shaft of a small unfluted column. The letters, which are rough and poor, 
are inscribed on a depressed surface. 

ZOHBEN Z6? Bev- 

AlAOX (8)S0o9 
XAIPE xatpe. 

The first letter of 1. 2 may be a A or an A: if the latter, it must be an 
error of the engraver. A FAeXXa Z77 occurs in an epitaph of Berrhoea 
(Dimitsas, No. 97, p. 82). For the use of names of deities as human names 
see Bechtel-Fick, Griechische Personennamen, 304 ff. 

5. Limena.-From an outhouse of the metochia of the monastery of 
Vatopedi. Letters 

"023 
m. high. 

TO N KO MON E 7 0) KtoJLUOV - - - 

NEIKUOMHAE.fN 
OT 

NeLKo/e'ov 
- - - 

E PMOA P O <IMETA "Ep~dt•opo9 K1iue - - - 

te A2OYCK<OI AlIZ O ~oov -orrwta-. 

The right-hand portion of the stone is much defaced, and the reading 
of the last letters of 11. 1-3 is very uncertain. The variation in the forms of 
a- (, C) and o (0, O) is noticeable. Icpe is apparently a mis-spelling of 

6. Limena.-From the same metochia. On a stele bearing a relief of a 
funerary banquet. A man reclines to i., his r. hand placed behind his head, 
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94 J. ff. BAKER-PENOYRE AND MARCUS N•. TOD 

his 1. holding a cup. To the 1. is a woman seated on the same couch and 

holding a bird in her r. hand. Beneath, i.e. in front, is a three-legged table 
with pomegranates and other fruits. Beneath to r. a small figure takes 
fruits from the table, perhaps to place them in a fold of his dress. Dimensions 

?45 
x 

"25 
x -06 m. Height of letters -02 m. 

MAPXIAOYTiPOX•IAH" 
- - - Tt]papXlov ,poo-btXe 

AIPE X]a4pe. 

The name 
TL•apXi8aq 

is found in a Thasian inscription, Dimitsas 1185. 

7. From the ruins of the small Byzantine church of 'Ayla Map•va, 
south-west of Limena: the church is largely composed of classical fragments. 

LATFAELIANA - - - la T(iti) f(ilia) Aeliana 
RX XX i III [- - anno]r(um) xxxiiii. 

Latin inscriptions from Thasos are rare. 

8. Near Panagia.-The inscription stands below a relief dug up at the 
church of 

'Ico•ivy~ @eo•o6yov, 
a few minutes below Panagia, on the main 

path descending to the bay. The letters, which are 
"03 

m. high, are 

apicated. 

. 
. ...i 

. . . . . . . . . . . .... 

i!•' ii~ i~i~i •• i~ •W 
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THASOS 95 

XMANTA POYC Mavrapo&? 

O AYM TT IA4I 'OXv 

TTPOC kIANC 
XlPC 

Xat- For the first part of the name MavTapoik cf. Mvt'ra (B.C.H. 1900, p. 306, 
No. 2 and note; Mdlanges d'Arch. et d'Histoire, xxv. p. 83, No. 4), Manta in a 
Latin inscription of Salonica (Dimitsas, No. 599), MavrasoaXXev (No. 11 

below), MavTro0v (Milanges, loc. cit.), etc. The termination -ovq is found in 

'App4Oov9 or 'Ap~t'Oove (Dimitsas 1197), Bevsoov (id. 1379) and MavTro0V 
just cited. 

9. On five blocks belonging to an ancient circular tower, the ruins of which 
are on the cape, at the north-east extremity of Potamia Bay. Part of the 
inscription is still in situ on the tower, on the west side, about 1-5 m. above the 

present debris. It occupies the full height of one course of blocks (ca. "2 m.) and 
was continued over the length of several blocks, from which it would seem that 
we have not to deal with a collection of stones from other buildings used in the 
construction of this tower,but with an inscription genuinelyin situ and therefore 
probably having some reference to the purpose of the building. The position 
and size of the tower seem to point to its having served as a lighthouse, and 
this inference is borne out by the words of the epigram. There are five 
inscribed blocks, the average thickness of which is about -5 to 

"6 m., while 
the height is in each case -2 m. A and B are now in their original position, 
C, D and E are lying among the debris to the south-west of the tower. 

A. Length ca. 
"42 

m. This was discovered lying to the south-west of 
the tower. Experiment showed conclusively the exact position in the tower 
which it originally occupied and when replaced it joined the preceding and 

succeeding blocks exactly. The former of these has now no letters on it and 
so far as could be ascertained it has always been uninscribed. This therefore 
may be taken as the first block of the inscription. 

B. Length -95 m. Found in situ: it exactly joins block A, which lies 
to its left. 

C. Length "40 m. It may have joined B on the left and certainly joined 
D on the right. The accompanying figure shows block C with the new 
fracture on the right, where D was broken off. A mould which Mr. Penoyre 
made of this fracture showed that it fitted D exactly. 
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96 J. ff. BAKER-PENOYRE AND MARCUS N. TOD 

D. Length -30 m. It joined C, as just explained. 

E. Length '55 
m. This block has only one line of inscription, and that 

the upper. It was therefore in all probability the last block, or one of the 
last, of the inscription. 

Us 
It, N?'S' 

Mr 

The following diagram illustrates the relative position of the blocks as 
above determined: although the contiguity of B to ' and of D to ' is left 
uncertain by the present condition of the stones, it is, we think, proved by the 
inscription. 

AB C D E 

KHfATf /MINHIAHA C 13 Hi nE.I IEAEE fKI'AV( A 
MnEoiH /VU'HVUPIVTEKA 'ANVT VEINPA IE 

The surface of the stones is much weather-worn and the text is in places 
hard to decipher: the photograph shows the most legible block in peculiarly 
favourable lighting. The letters are about 

"06 m. high and the alphabet 
used is (so far as it can be gathered from the text) as follows: 

/A.. AE . H. IA MN . a . ETV .. O 

The use of f for o, ov and of O for w in archaic Thasian inscriptions is 
normal (Roberts, Introduction to Gk. Epigraphy, i. p. 61). 

We have, apparently, an epigram consisting of three iambic senarii 
referring to the twofold purpose of the tower, as lighthouse and as memorial 

KroXa'To e[t]/L1 v/a 7"o 
( - - qplo, 

K CLt8C 6'7Er' c-po vavar[6a[] Iao o rr-pIov 
V?7VoGUZ 'tE icat varao-tv - AX Xa PETe. 
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THASOS 97 

'I am the memorial of Kelatos, son of Ph - - erides, and I lie at the 
roadstead's utmost point bringing safety to ships and to sailors: so 
fare well.' 

The name K4kXarov does not, so far as we know, occur elsewhere. It may 
be a Dorian form of K'X7q0To, which is found in a late Egyptian inscription 
(C.I.G. iii. 5032). The reading is almost certain, though the third letter is not 

very clear and was originally read as P by Mr. Penoyre. The name of Kelatos' 
father is in part illegible: between the 1 and the H stood three, or possibly 
four, letters, and the H was followed probably by V. 

The alphabet is decidedly more archaic in appearance than that of 
No. 1 (above), and the inscription may well belong to the latter part of the 
sixth century B.C. or the opening years of the fifth.' 

10. From a well on the shore north of Potamia Skala. The top line is 

illegible, only fragmentary letters being distinguishable. At right angles to 
the main inscription run the letters M A, very delicately cut. The design at 
the top may be an apotropaion in the shape of a formalized rendering of the 
evil eye. The relief is lower than the sketch suggests. 

,?,O 
E X PE 

["A]vOe Xa'ip'. 

The name "'Av0oc is found at Thasos in Dimitsas 1245 (= 1275). 

11. Theologo.-Beneath a relief, of which the upper part is broken off, 
built into the corner of a wall of a house adjoining the soldiers' quarters. 
The inscribed surface is 

"38 
m. long, -09 m. high. Height of letters 

-025 m. 

I We wish to acknowledge the advantage we 
have derived in this and other inscriptions 
from Mr. A. M. Woodward's kind collaboration. 

Several suggestions are due to Mr. G. F. Hill, 
to whom we would express our thanks. 

fH.S.-VOL. XXIX. II 
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98 J. ff. BAKER-PENOYRE AND MARCUS N. TOD 

MA NTAAOAAA AE I Mav7a~oXdS'e 
XAIPE Xatpe. 

12. Built into the exterior long wall of the church of "Ayetoq 
NuctXaoq, near Theologo, on the road 'r 1107,or, on the r. as one leaves the 
village. '55 x -10 m. An ansated tablet; part of the lower and right hand 
edges are preserved. The stone is in very poor condition, but the reading 
may be regarded as certain. 

CIKOZAETHZATAN\NTHN 
QIEF lnONYNMHTIpCIA H MER T 

"ENOOZEonlHPrr 
The epitaph seems to have consisted of two hexameter verses : the first 

three feet must have formed a line of the inscription which is now lost. In 
the fifth foot of the second verse there is a superfluous syllable, while 
EIroaaeT?f is scanned as if it were E~Lcoo-eT?4. 

---------- 
E•/coo-aerT?)9 'AraXa'vT•v 

6~ gXrrrov oiTrv 
p 
rljrpi 

kiry tLrya 7rrev9oq E7rt 
eyip••p. 

13. Theologo.-Built into the 1. hand doorpost of a house, on the r. side 
of the street as one descends. Letters -04 m. high. 

>AVI<TYEA! 
YTOYFIC•z<KA 

In 1. 1 we have some part of [bro]KcTre o-a[v], for which cf. C.I.G. 2163b 
(= Dimitsas, 1131) Abp.'Hp3So0ro[v] Hlapayo6vov 81[v] ip4a[v dv] d7ro8decT[ai]q 
crTX. and Ath. Mitt. xxxiii. 219 wO1ricv Ei'rndpov a 

roe;cTeo-a9 de7reo-cevKacev 
TbV 7rVpyov K7X. For the functions of the &roroUcrat see J. Oehler ap. 
Pauly-Wissowa s.v. 

14. Theologo.-In a house opposite that on the doorpost of which the 
last inscription stands. Below a sepulchral relief found in a field near the 
village: height "47 m., breadth 

"47 
m. The relief represents a male figure 

reclining, leaning on his left arm, with a woman seated (1.) looking to r.: in 
front of the couch stands a table with fruits, behind is a ledge on which 
rests a helmet (?). Apicated letters, -025 m. high. 
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THASOS 99 

71 
MR, 

lk 

.......... ............ 

. AL, 

AT I Tpo 14 Aoc AhII' r 
A'p(XXtos) IpdoKXo Xatpe. 

15. Sotero Kalyvia, half way between Sotero and Sotero Skala.-On a 

large rectilinear block 
2"40 

m. long, -5 wide, -25 thick. The stone was 

abandoned here in an attempt to remove it from Sotero Skala to Sotero: a 
similar block was successfully transported the whole way, and is now in the 
church at Sotero. The letters (height '035 m.) are carelessly scrawled and 
are now all but illegible on the stone, but come out clearly on the squeeze. 

HPAiAHE 
ENOAAAE 

IATO I <K IX 

'HpaK(X)?'9 fc)a6a KaTObKEE. 

The words must be a jest, but apparently an ancient one since the letters 
are too faint and worn to have been cut in modern times, and other reasons 
make it practically impossible that the words can have been cut by a modern 
inhabitant of the island. The size and proportions of the blocks suggest that 

they may have formed part of the entry of a tomb or temple, less probably of 
a dwelling-house. The well cut marble surface has apparently been defaced 

by some light-hearted youthful Thasian, perhaps of the 4th or 3rd century 

B.c., unless indeed some one of the few archaeologists who have visited Thasos 
H 2 
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100 J. ff. BAKER-PENOYRE AND MARCUS N. TOD 

will plead guilty to this jeu d'esprit. We are indebted to M. Basileiades 
of Hamidieh for informing us of the existence and locality of this stone. 

16. Kazaviti.-From the wall of the school (?y adjoining the church: 
height, -45 m.; breadth, -35 m. Above, relief of a horseman wearing a 
himation, riding to r. to an object which may be a tomb L 

M EETOXHP flAf 
TOYXAIPE 

MCro ~ 'Hp(o)8(6) lI rov Xaipe. 

The name 
McrroW 

is found in Thasos in Dimitsas 1182, 1307: for its 
form see P. Perdrizet, Corolla Numismatica, p. 220. 'Hpd6o'ro9 is one of the 
commonest names on the island. 

17. Kazaviti.-From the wall of the same building, complete on 1. and 
below. Height, -24 m.; breath, 

"25 
m. Above, a relief: a figure on 1. enface 

with some object in his or her hands, standing with his side to the back of a 
throne on which is seated to r. a figure on a much larger scale. 

Z '1MIM XAIPE Zaio-t4[o] Xa'ipe. 

The relief strongly resembles the left hand fragment of that figured in Conze, 
Reise auf. d. Ins. d. thralc. Meeres, p. 22 and P1. VI. (= Dimitsas, p. 846 and 
Plate). The names 

Zcoratov 
and 

Zcooal•r 
are very common in Thasos, 

18-21. The originals of the following four inscriptions are in Mr. 
Penoyre's possession. Three of them are stamps on Thasian amphora- 
handles (cf. Rev. Arch. 1861, iii. 283 ff., 1875, xxix. 374 ff.; Dimitsas, p. 973 ff.), 
the fourth is on the back of a small grotesque mask. 

18. 

r PoAAoP P o ( 

19. ')A N 

X I qL 

Oao-t'cov 

'ArroXXO&opo(;. 

eao'tov)/ 

Oaatcov 

Mahlcoo[q] 
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THASOS 101 

20.I 

21. 

) 

[O]1quco (?), a suggestion 
made by M. Christides 
of Panagia. Neither the 
little head, however, nor 
the lettering is above 

suspicion. 

The following inscriptions copied by Mr. Penoyre have already been 

published: 
22. Limena.-J.H.S. viii. 417 f. No. 19 (= Dimitsas, 1387): 'from 

Thasos; but the locality is not specified. Perhaps from the temple at Alki ?' 
The inscription, on a slab measuring 1,9 x -3 x 

"3 
m. is at Limena, lying in 

the ddbris of the sea wall between the metochia of Vatopedi and the north- 
east promontory, two or three hundred yards from the metochia. At the 

top is a simple moulding above a relief which has been purposely obliterated 
but probably represented a single standing figure. Beneath is the inscription 
and below this a metre of plain surface uninscribed. 

23. Limena.-Ath. Mitt. xxxiii. 219 (in minuscules only). Approx. 
dimensions, "32 

x 
"9 

m. 

24. Limena.-Archaic inscription published by G. Mendel, B.C.H. xxvii. 
391 ff. and more correctly by W. Deonna, Rev. Arch. xi. 29 ff. Cf. Ath. Mitt. 
xxxiii. 221. Owing to the interest of this, one of the oldest extant Thasian 

inscriptions, we reproduce it here from a squeeze taken by Mr. Penoyre. The 

original forms a single line 
2"44 

m. long, but for convenience of reproduction 
it is here divided into four sections. 

I H N lnV Aif pl p a kii 

^ ik HIII H T At Vvn?m q" 

ST I\ (pv p i D T HF I 

25. From the lintel of a house at Kinira Skala. J.H.S. viii. 427, No. 34 

(= Dimitsas, 1414). Large and carefully engraved letters with slight apices, 
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102 THASOS 

1"17 
x 

"15 
m. L. 3 has now perished. This stone has been brought from 

Aliki, where it was seen by Bent. 

26. Aliki.-J.H.S. viii. 413, No. 9 (= Dimitsas, 1377). Length, 1*45 m.; 
height, "5 

m.; height of letters, -12--15 m. 

27. Hamadieh.-In the exterior wall of the church of Evangelismos. 
B.C.H. xvii. 126, No. 4. Inscribed portion, 

"26 
x 

"07 
m. Above, a relief of a 

reclining figure facing with legs to I., in 1. hand a kantharos, in r. uncertain 
object. In front, table with fruits; behind, lightly incised design on wall. 

28. Kazaviti.-B.C.H. xvii. 126, No. 2. In 1. 2 de Ridder takes EZ 
as 5y; 'la sigle zisignifie, je crois, ]a moitid.' It is simpler to take it as 9?, 
which, owing to its shortness, is written in full instead of being denoted by a 
numeral 

sign." 
In 1. 4 de Ridder reads FI (=17); the squeeze seems to 

show that i (= 60) is the true reading. 

29. Bulgaro.-Ath. Mitt. xxxiii. 238. 

30. In the possession of M. Bix at Cavalla.-B.C.II. xxiv. 313 f. We 
give a reproduction of this inscription as an interesting example of ligatured 
script not easily represented in type. 

APXEAHMOE 
FPKMAtYTTE 

BABIO?MJNNOY 
FNII I4I AThlfN 

THPO%&I\IThATh\ 
eHzEAwrIT(] TI 

EtIHAATOPI 9IA 

MARCUS N. TOD. 

J. ff. BAKER-PENOYRE, 
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